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Abstract The general limit distributions of the sum of random variables described
by a finite matrix product ansatz are characterized. Using a mapping to a Hidden
Markov Chain formalism, non-standard limit distributions are obtained, and re-
lated to a form of ergodicity breaking in the underlying non-homogeneous Hidden
Markov Chain. The link between ergodicity and limit distributions is detailed and
used to provide a full algorithmic characterization of the general limit distribu-
tions.
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1 Introduction
The statistics of sums of random variables play a major role in statistical physics,
through the law of large numbers and the central limit theorem, which justify the
existence of deterministic values of macroscopic observables in large systems,
as well as the Gaussian statistics of the very small fluctuations around these de-
terministic values. Probabilistic notions like random walks, which are intimately
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2related to the central limit theorem [18], have also found applications in many dif-
ferent fields. Beyond standard formulations of the law of large numbers and of the
central limit theorem [21,18,19], valid for independent and identically distributed
(i.i.d.) random variables, different types of generalizations including correlations
between random variables, or considering non-identically distributed variables,
have been proposed [19,32]. At a qualitative level, these theorems are expected
to be valid as long as correlations are not too strong, and as long as the statistics
of individual variables does not differ too much one from the other. When con-
sidering nonequilibrium systems, such assumptions may however not be valid.
For instance, the relevant physical observable may have an infinite mean value,
as in the case of laser cooling [5] or aging [10,9] phenomena, leading to a break-
down of the law of large numbers. A similar breakdown occurs in the presence of
long-range correlations, as seen in active systems [34,39] and in boundary driven
systems [15,17]. Broad distributions and long-range correlations also lead to a
breakdown of the standard central limit theorem. If the variables have infinite
variance, the Gaussian limit distribution is replaced by Le´vy stable laws [21],
which have found many applications in connection to anomalous diffusion pro-
cesses [10,31]. If the random variables have strongly different statistics while still
being independent, as in the case of the 1/ f α -noise problem [4] or of the XY-
model at low temperature [11] in Fourier space, non-Gaussian distributions also
appear [13]. The most difficult case is probably that of strongly correlated vari-
ables, since the independence property allows for important simplifications in the
calculation of the distribution of the sum. An important example stems from trans-
forms of long-range dependent gaussian processes, for which generalizations of
the central limit theorem have been obtained [38,35]. In the study of statistical
physics models, especially when considering exact solutions, another class of ran-
dom variables however plays an increasingly important role, namely correlated
random variables described by a matrix product ansatz. Such stochastic models
have now become a standard tool to describe the exact steady-state probability
distributions of one-dimensional nonequilibrium models, ranging from the Asym-
metric Simple Exclusion Process (ASEP) and its generalizations [22,16,17,30,8,
33,14,29,28] to different kinds of reaction-diffusion processes [25,24,26,27,23,
8,6,40] and to KPZ equations [20]. The use of infinite matrices is often required,
for instance in the case of the ASEP model, but a significant number of models
can however be solved with finite matrices. This is the case of reaction-diffusion
models [26,27,25,24,23,8,6,40], coupled KPZ equations [20], or even the ASEP
model if some constraints between parameters are imposed [17,37,30].
In this contribution, we aim at determining the limit distributions of the sum
of random variables described by a matrix product ansatz with finite matrices,
either for discrete [16,8] or continuous [1,2] variables. This contribution comple-
ments an earlier publication [3] dedicated to specific, yet representative cases, and
provides general results for all types of finite matrices. In section 2, we define a
random vector with matrix representation and underline the advantages of the Hid-
den Markov Chain representation for the study of the statistics of the sum. General
expressions of the limit distributions corresponding to the law of large numbers
and of the central limit theorem, involving an auxiliary distribution Q character-
izing the Hidden Markov Chain, are derived. In Sect. 3, the general methodology
is presented. Sections 4 and 5 jointly establish the main results of this article.
3First, section 4 analyzes a subclass of matrix representation models referred to as
“totally irreversible models”, for which the distribution Q can be determined ex-
plicitly. Limit distributions of the sum are thoroughly determined for this subclass.
Then, section 5 establishes that the sum of any matrix-correlated random vector
is statistically equivalent to the sum of a “reduced” model, that falls into the class
of totally irreversible models. A precise mapping to the reduced model is given,
thus providing explicit generalizations of the law of large numbers and of the cen-
tral limit theorem for an arbitrary random vector described by a matrix product
ansatz (with finite matrices). In order to facilitate practical applications, we illus-
trate with a concrete example the steps needed to compute the limit distributions
in section 6.
2 Random variables described by a matrix product ansatz
2.1 Matrix product representation
We study the sum
S(X) =
N
∑
i=1
Xi (1)
of random variables X = (X1, . . . ,XN) whose joint probability density function is
described by a matrix product ansatz, namely1
P(x1, . . . ,xN) =
1
L (E N)
L (R(x1)R(x2) . . .R(xN)) (2)
where R(x) is a D×D matrix function with real nonnegative entries, the matrix
E is defined as E =
∫ ∞
−∞R(x)dx, andL is a linear form defined as
L (M) = tr
(
A TM
)
, (3)
with A a given D×D, nonzero matrix with real nonnegative entries. We further
assume that for all N ≥ 1, L (E N) 6= 0. This ansatz, first proposed in [1,2], is a
generalization of the standard forms used in statistical physics [8]. These standard
forms can be recovered by choosing A as the identity matrix, or as A =VWT so
thatL (M) = 〈V |M |W 〉. Eq. (2) is a natural generalization to correlated variables
of the i.i.d. case, replacing the product of real functions by a product of matrix
functions.
As shown in [1,2], the joint probability (2) can be reinterpreted within the
framework of Hidden Markov Chains [12]. To this aim, we introduce a Markov
chain Γ ∈ {1, . . . ,D}N+1 such that
P(Γ1 = i,ΓN+1 = f ) =Ai f
(E N)i f
L (E N)
, (4)
P(Γk+1 = j|Γk = i, ΓN+1 = f ) = Ei j (E
N−k) j f
(E N−k+1)i f
, k = 1, . . . ,N. (5)
1 The definition (2) is valid for any probability space, however in the present article, we
restrict ourselves to real random variables.
4Note that this Markov chain is non-homogeneous and of a nonstandard type, due
to the dependence on the final state ΓN+1. In particular for k = N, the transition
rate P(Γk+1 = j|Γk = i, ΓN+1 = f ) equals 1 if j = f and 0 otherwise. Combining
Eqs. (4) and (5), the global probability of a given chain Γ reads
P(Γ ) =
AΓ1ΓN+1
L (E N)
EΓ1Γ2EΓ2Γ3 . . .EΓN−1ΓNEΓNΓN+1 . (6)
For a givenΓ , the random variables (X1, . . . ,XN) are independent but non-identically
distributed, with a probability distribution depending on Γ :
P(x1, . . . ,xN |Γ ) =
N
∏
k=1
PΓkΓk+1(xk) (7)
wherePi j(x) is a probability density defined, for all (i, j), as2
Ei jPi j(x) =Ri j (x) . (8)
As a result, the distribution P(x1, . . . ,xN) can be written as a mixture of factorized
distributions,
P(x1, . . . ,xN) =∑
Γ
P(Γ ) P(x1, . . . ,xN |Γ ) . (9)
This formulation using a hidden Markov chain Γ is equivalent to the definition
Eq. (2) using matrices [1,2]. This yields a procedure to simulate the correlated
random variables described by Eq. (2) [2]: (i) Γ1 and ΓN+1 are chosen at random
according to distribution (4); (ii) the random chain Γ is obtained from transition
rates (5); (iii) the random variables Xk, k = 1, . . .N, are drawn randomly from the
distributionsPΓkΓk+1(xk).
As seen in Eq. (7), for a fixed Γ , the random variables (X1, . . . ,XN) are inde-
pendent. Correlations, when present, thus emerge from the correlations within the
hidden chain Γ and the mixture of distributions P(x1, . . . ,xN |Γ ).
2.2 Statistics of the sum
This separation of randomness between the independent random vector (X|Γ ) and
the hidden Markov chain Γ plays a key role in our analysis of S(X). Specifically,
the distribution of S(X) can be determined by first computing the distribution of
S(X|Γ ) =∑Nk=1Xk, where the Xk’s are drawn from P(x1, . . . ,xN |Γ ), and then aver-
aging the distribution of S(X|Γ ) over Γ .
For a given chain Γ , we introduce the transition frequencies νi j from i to j in
Γ ,
νi j =
1
N
card{ k | Γk = i and Γk+1 = j } . (10)
2 Note that Pi j(x) is uniquely defined only when Ei j 6= 0. When Ei j = 0, the distribution
Pi j(x) plays no role and can thus be any arbitrary distribution.
5The sum S(X|Γ ) can be rewritten as
S(X|Γ ) =
D
∑
i, j=1
Nνi j
∑
k=1
X [i j]k = S(X|ν) (11)
with ν = (ν11,ν12 . . . ,νDD), and where the variables X
[i j]
k , k = 1, . . . ,Nνi j, are
i.i.d. random variables drawn from the distribution Pi j(x). The statistics of the
sum therefore only depends on the transition frequencies νi j. We are specifically
interested in the validity of the law of large numbers and of the central limit the-
orem. If we conjecture that the transition frequencies ν admit a limit distribution
Q(ν), an analogue of the law of large numbers can be derived [3]
Ψ(s)≡ p
(
S(X)
N
= s
)
=
∫
Q(ν)δ
(
s−
D
∑
i, j=1
νi jµi j
)
D
∏
i, j=1
dνi j (12)
where µi j = 〈X [i j]〉. The sample average S(X)/N therefore converges to a mixture
of Dirac distributions.
The law of large numbers holds either when all µi j’s are equal (or at least
those associated to nonzero νi j), or when the empirical frequencies νi j converge
to nonrandom values ν¯i j in the limit N → ∞, in which case the rescaled sum s
converges to the deterministic limit µ =∑i, j νi jµi j. When the law of large numbers
is satisfied, an analogue of the central limit theorem can be derived
Φ(z) = p
(
S(X)−Nµ√
N
= z
)
=
∫ ∏i, j dνi jQ(ν)√
2pi∑i, j νi jσ2i j
e−z
2/(2∑i, j νi jσ2i j) , (13)
assuming that all variables X [i j] have a finite variance σ2i j, given by
σ2i j =
〈(
X [i, j]
)2〉−〈X [i, j]〉2 . (14)
The limit distribution Φ(z) of the rescaled sum z can thus be expressed as a mix-
ture of Gaussian distributions of variance ∑i, j νi jσ2i j, each term in the mixture
corresponding to different values of νi j’s. As a result, the central limit theorem
is valid when the variance ∑i, j νi jσ2i j takes the same value for all sequences ν of
frequencies having a nonzero probability Q(ν). This happens either when all the
individual variances σi j, associated to a nonzero value νi j, are equal or when ν
takes a non-random value. In this latter case, the distribution Q(ν) is a Dirac dis-
tribution around a particular sequence of frequencies ν¯ , and there is a single term
in the mixture.
Accordingly, the distribution Q(ν) turns out to be a key element to character-
ize the limit distributions Ψ(s) and, when the law of large numbers holds, Φ(z).
When the distribution Q(ν) is known, the limit distributions Ψ(s) and Φ(z) can
be obtained from Eq. (12) and (13) respectively. One of the difficulties in the de-
termination of Q(ν) resides in the non-homogeneous nature of the chain Γ in the
general case. In the following sections, we provide a general framework to de-
termine the distribution Q(ν). The general methodology is presented in Sect. 3.
6Sect. 4 focuses on a specific, yet important class of matrices E that we denote as
“totally irreversible models”, for which the distribution Q(ν) can be determined in
a relatively straightforward way. Then Sect. 5 shows how the general case can be
mapped to a reduced model belonging to the class of “totally irreversible models”.
3 General methodology
3.1 Generic form of the matrix E
In order to understand the non-homogeneous behavior of Γ and to determine the
distribution Q(ν), it is useful to note that the shape of the matrix E imposes global
constraints on the hidden Markov chain Γ .
More specifically, one of the consequences of the Perron-Frobenius theorem
[36] is that any non-negative matrix E can be decomposed into a block upper
triangular matrix using only a relabelling of indices (see section 6)
E =

B(1) ∗ ∗ ∗
0
. . . ∗ ∗
...
. . . . . . ∗
0 · · · 0 B(p)
 . (15)
The matrices B(c), c = 1, . . . , p, are irreducible square matrices of size Dc, with
∑pc=1Dc = D. The irreducibility of the blockB(c) can be characterized as
∀(i, j) ∈ {1, . . . ,Dc }2 , ∃m ∈ N, (B(c)m)i, j > 0. (16)
Blocks represented by the symbol ∗ are arbitrary at this stage. The p irreducible
blocks B(c) partition the indices of the matrix E into p subsets, or classes Ξc,
c = 1, . . . , p, such that Ξc is the set of indices of the block B(c) in the matrix E .
Formally, Ξc reads
Ξc =
{
1+
c−1
∑
c′=1
Dc′ , . . . ,
c
∑
c′=1
Dc′
}
. (17)
This decomposition of E has two advantages. First, the spectrum λ1, . . . ,λm of
E is the union of the spectra {λc,l} of the blocksB(c),
{λ1, . . . ,λm }=
⋃
c,l
{
λc,l
}
. (18)
Moreover, the Perron-Frobenius theorem states that any irreducible matrix B(c)
admits a dominant real positive eigenvalue Λc such that for any l
Λc ≥ |λc,l | . (19)
The dominant eigenvalue Λ of E is among these block dominant eigenvalues Λc
Λ = max
c=1,...,p
{Λc} . (20)
73.2 Connectivity of E and global structure of Γ
The Perron-Frobenius decomposition of E can be interpreted as a rough descrip-
tion of the connectivity of the matrix E . Consider an oriented graph G(E ) whose
vertices are the values i = 1, . . . ,D, and where two vertices (i, j) are connected
by an edge if and only if Ei j 6= 0. Combined with Eq. (5), this implies that if the
transition i→ j in the chain Γ has a non-zero probability, then there is an edge
between i and j. Going a little further, an equivalent characterization of the irre-
ducibility of the blockB(c) is that for any couple of vertices (i, j) ∈ Ξc, there is a
sequence of edges i→ ··· → j. The classes Ξc partition the indices of the matrix
E into subsets inside which every transition is reversible, in the sense that if there
exists a sequence of edges from i to j, another sequence of edges from j to i also
exists. This is a kind of ergodic property for the chain Γ . By contrast, if we know
that the chain Γ goes from i ∈ Ξc to j ∈ Ξc′ with c 6= c′ then the structure of E
implies that, necessarily, c < c′. This transition is irreversible and the ergodicity
of the chain Γ is then broken.
Taking advantage of the reversibility of transitions within blocks, we will use
in the following a two-level description of the chainΓ , by distinguishing reversible
transitions inside blocks, and irreversible transitions between different blocks. Let
us first note that any chain Γ with a non-zero probability can be written as
Γ = (ic1,1, . . . , ic1,n1 , · · · , icr ,1, . . . , icr ,nr) , (21)
where the indices ic,k, k = 1, . . . ,nc, belong to Ξc. The number of distinct classes
’visited’ by Γ satisfies 1 ≤ r ≤ p. We can then coarse-grain the chain Γ by re-
placing, for all k, Γk by the index C k of the class of indices to which Γk belongs
(formally, C k = c ⇐⇒ Γk ∈Ξc). We call ’class chain’ the resulting coarse-grained
chain C , which reads, from Eq. (21),
C = (c1, . . . ,c1︸ ︷︷ ︸
n1 times
, . . . ,cr, . . . ,cr︸ ︷︷ ︸
nr times
), c1 < c2 < · · ·< cr. (22)
Looking at Eq. (22), a natural step to further coarse-grain the class chain C is to
keep only the list of distinct classes within C (thus loosing information on the
’time’ spend by Γ within each class). We denote as ’structure chain’ the chain C
of distinct class indices,
C = (c1, . . . ,cr), c1 < c2 < · · ·< cr. (23)
This notion of structure chain will be useful in the following. Note that the length
of the chain C is not fixed, and will be denoted |C | to emphasize its dependence
on C in the following. Similarly, using Eq. (4), the non-zero entries of the matrix
A can be interpreted as the admissible pairs of initial and final states for the chain
Γ in the graph G(E ). This gives us supplementary constraints on the shape of Γ .
In particular, we call reachable a class Ξc for which there is a path from i to f with
Ai f > 0 passing through Ξc:
∃k ∈ Ξc,∃(i, f ) ∈
{
Ai f > 0
}
, i→ ·· · → k→ ··· → f (24)
If a class Ξc is not reachable, there is no chain Γ with a non-zero probability
passing through this class. It is thefore possible to remove the rows and columns
8of indices Ξc from the matrices A and E without altering the joint probability
density function defined in Eq. (2). Intuitively, unreachable classes correspond to
unused parts of the matrices E due to restrictions on the pairs of initial and final
states imposed byA . Without loss of generality, we consider in the following only
pairs of matrices (A ,E ) with no unreachable classes.
To sum up, the transitions within the chain Γ can therefore be divided into
two groups: reversible transitions inside a blockB(c) and irreversible transitions
between the classes Ξc. If there are no irreversible transitions, E is irreducible. In
this situation, S(X) converges towards a classical limit distribution [3]. Irreversible
transitions must therefore play a major role in the emergence of non-standard dis-
tributions.
3.3 Principle of the determination of Q(ν)
The method we use to determine the distribution of frequencies Q(ν) can be sum-
marized as follows. The dynamics of the chain Γ within the irreducible blocks
B(c) is known to be ergodic [3]. A natural idea is thus to define a coarse-grained
dynamics of Γ in terms of the class chain C (and its associated structure chain C )
defined in Eq. (22), replacing the internal dynamics within blocks by a simpler,
effective dynamics. This is the topic of Sect. 5.
The dynamics of the class chain C can be shown to correspond to a subset
of the possible dynamics of Γ , described by a subclass of matrices E that we
call “totally irreversible models” (see Sect. 4). Thus the generic case of random
vectors described by a matrix-product ansatz (2) can be mapped onto the subclass
of totally irreversible models.
This latter class can be characterized thoroughly in a relatively simple way,
considering the limit of an infinite number of random variables (or equivalently,
an infinite length of the chain Γ ). The determination of the distribution Q(ν) for
totally irreversible models can be done in two steps. First, the conditional distri-
bution Q(ν |C ), restricted to a given structure chain C , can be obtained as a flat
measure over the values of ν allowed by ’geometrical’ constraints –see Eq. (28).
Second, the full distribution Q(ν) is obtained as an average of Q(ν |C ) over all
(maximal length) structure chains C , as described by Eqs. (29) and (32) below.
In the following, we first characterize in details the class of totally irreversible
models (Sect. 4) and then show how the general case can be mapped to this specific
class (Sect. 5).
4 Totally irreversible models
We can use the above dual nature of the transitions of the chain Γ to study sep-
arately the effect of the inner structure of the block B(c), and of the transitions
between these blocks (or in other words, between the classes Ξc) on the limit dis-
tributions.
94.1 Definition and properties
As a first step, let us consider the subclass of ’totally irreversible’ matrices E
for which the irreducible classes Ξc reduce to a single element, the singletons
{ c}. In this case, the inner structure of the block B(c) is trivial and the only
reversible transitions are transitions of the form i→ i. By studying this class of
totally irreversible matrices E , we can focus on the effect of irreversible transitions
on the sum S(X). The general structure of a totally irreversible matrix E can be
obtained by simplifying Eq. (15) into
E =

1 ∗ ∗ ∗
0
. . . ∗ ∗
...
. . . . . . ∗
0 · · · 0 1
 . (25)
Here, we have assumed that all diagonal elements are equal, and can thus be set to
1 by a simple rescaling. As we will show below in Sect. 5, more general situations
can be recast into this form, as far as the statistics of the sum is concerned. With
the matrix E given in Eq. (25), the chain Γ is identical to the associated chain of
classes C , since each class contains a single element, so that the chains Γ with
non-zero probability take the form given in Eq. (22). Combining Eqs. (22) and (6)
shows that the probability of Γ depends only on its associated structure chain C
defined in Eq. (23), given that diagonal coefficients of the matrix E are equal to 1,
P(Γ ) =
AC1,C|C |∏
|C |−1
k=1 ECk,Ck+1
L (E N)
. (26)
Consequently, all chains Γ with the same structure chain C are equiprobable. In
the limit N → ∞, the transition frequencies ν for a given C therefore follow a
uniform distribution on the manifoldMC defined by
MC ≡
{
ν
∣∣∣∣∣ |C |∑k=1νCk,Ck = 1; ∀i 6= j, νi j = 0; ∀i /∈ C , νii = 0; ∀i, 0≤ νii ≤ 1
}
.
(27)
Since the definition of this manifold contains only linear constraints, it can be in-
terpreted as an intersection of half-spaces and hyperplanes in RD, also called a
polytope. One can note that, for |C | = 2, 3 and 4,MC is respectively a segment,
a triangle and a tetrahedron. More generally, for any |C |, MC is a generalized
(|C |−1)-dimensional triangle called a (|C |−1)-simplex. If we call UC the uni-
form probability density onMC then
Q(ν |C ) =UC (ν) . (28)
Note that by definition, UC (ν) = 0 if ν /∈MC . The full distribution Q(ν) is then
obtained as an average over all possible chains C , weighted by their associated
probability p(C ),
Q(ν) =∑
C
p(C )Q(ν |C ) . (29)
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From Eq. (26), the probability p(C ) of observing a given structure chain C is
obtained by summing P(Γ ) over all chains Γ associated to a given C , yielding
p(C ) =
AC1,C|C |∏
|C |−1
k=1 ECk,Ck+1
L (E N)
(
N
|C |−1
)
. (30)
In the limit N→ ∞, one has(
N
|C |−1
)
∼ N
|C |−1
(|C |−1)! . (31)
The structure chains of maximal length are therefore favored due to an entropic
effect, so that only chains of length lmax have to be retained in the limit distribution
of ν . One can then replace N|C |−1/(|C | − 1)! by Nlmax−1/(lmax − 1)!, and the
distribution Q(ν) given in Eq. (29) can be rewritten as (again for N→ ∞)
Q(ν) = ∑
C ,|C |=lmax
p(C |lmax)UC (ν) (32)
where the distribution of the chain C conditioned to an arbitrary length l is given
by
p(C |l) = AC1,Cl∏
l−1
k=1ECk,Ck+1
L ((E − ID)l−1) , (33)
ID standing for the identity matrix. Note the non-standard normalization factor
L ((E − ID)l−1), which results from the absence of transitions i→ i in the struc-
ture chain C . The diagonal elements of E , describing these transitions, thus have
to be withdrawn.
Let us emphasize that the maximal length lmax is at most D, but it can be less
than D if there are null coefficients on the upper part of E . For instance, if we
consider the 4-dimensional matrix
E =
1 1 1 00 1 0 10 0 1 1
0 0 0 1
 , Ai j = 1 (34)
one has lmax = 3 and the structure chains of maximal length are
C = (1,2,4), C = (1,3,4). (35)
4.2 Limit distributions
Injecting the distribution Q(ν) given in Eq. (32) into Eq. (12) yields the limit
distribution for the law of large numbers
Ψ(s) = ∑
C ,|C |=lmax
p(C |lmax)
∫
UC (ν)δ
(
s−
D
∑
i, j=1
νi jµi j
)
D
∏
i, j=1
dνi j . (36)
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Keeping only nonzero frequencies νi j (see the definition Eq. (27) of the manifold
MC ) and relabelling them as αk, k = 1, . . . , lmax, Eq. (36) can be rewritten in a
simpler way as
Ψ(s) = ∑
C ,|C |=lmax
(lmax−1)! p(C |lmax)
∫
δ
(
lmax
∑
k=1
αk−1
)
δ
(
s−
lmax
∑
i, j=1
αkµCkCk
)
lmax
∏
k=1
dαk , (37)
where the integral is over the domain [0,1]lmax . Although the integral in Eq. (37)
has a rather complicated expression, it contains only constant factors and Dirac
distributions, so that it is possible to recast it as the volume of a particular mani-
fold. Using this geometric interpretation, it can be shown thatΨ(s) is a piecewise
polynomial in s. Section 6 briefly explains this result and presents an exact algo-
rithm to compute explicitly the limit distribution given in Eq. (37).
Similarly, the limit distribution for the central limit theorem can be derived by
combining Eq. (32) with Eq. (13), leading to
Φ(z) = ∑
C ,|C |=lmax
p(C |lmax)
∫
UC (ν)√
2pi∑Di, j=1 νi jσ2i j
e−z
2/
[
2∑Di, j=1 νi jσ
2
i j
] D
∏
i, j=1
dνi j ,
(38)
which simplifies to
Φ(z) = ∑
C ,|C |=lmax
(lmax−1)! p(C |lmax)
∫ δ (∑lmaxk=1αk−1)√
2pi∑lmaxk=1αkσ
2
CkCk
e−z
2/
[
2∑lmaxk=1 αkσ
2
CkCk
] lmax
∏
k=1
dαk . (39)
Unfortunately, we were not able to obtain a simpler and more explicit expression
for this limit distribution in the generic case –see however [3] for a simple exam-
ple.
Eqs. (37) and (39) establish that non-standard limit distributions emerge in
presence of irreversible transitions. For both the law of large numbers and the
central limit theorem, these non-standard limit distributions are discrete mixtures
of continuous mixtures of the associated standard distributions. More precisely,
continuous mixtures appear if lmax > 1, and discrete mixtures emerge in presence
of multiple paths of maximal length lmax. Note that the results obtained in [3]
(apart from the ergodic case corresponding to irreducible matrices E , that is, one
single block in the Perron-Frobenius decomposition (15)) are recovered in the
limiting cases lmax = 1 and lmax = D. For lmax = 1, all structure chains C have
length one (the matrix E is diagonal), and the limit distributions (37) and (39)
are discrete mixtures (the integral cancels out due to the delta distribution). For
lmax =D, there is only one structure chain of length D, so that only the continuous
mixture remains in (37) and (39), in agreement with the results of [3].
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In summary, Eqs. (37) and (39) fully characterize the limit distributions of the
sum S(X) in the case of totally irreversible structure matrices, i.e. whenever the
inner structure of the blockB(c) is trivial.
5 Reduction to totally irreversible models
We shall now characterize the limit distribution of S(X) in the presence of non-
trivial structures for the blocks B(c). As stated in [3], if the matrix E itself is
irreducible, then the sum S(X) converges to a standard limit distribution. A natu-
ral conjecture at this point is that the inner structure of the block B(c) does not
influence the limit distribution of S(X). The justification of this conjecture, given
below, is quite technical but relies on three main ideas which can be summarized
as follows
1. The time spent inside a blockB(c)withΛc <Λ (see Eq. (20)) is almost surely
negligible;
2. Inside a dominant blockB(c) with Λc =Λ , the Markov chain Γ is asymptot-
ically homogeneous and converges rapidly to its steady state;
3. The dominant class chain Cˆ , obtained by removing non dominant classes c
fromC , is equivalent to the hidden Markov chain of a reduced model (A ?,E ?),
where E ? is a totally irreversible matrix.
The first point implies that only the dominant classes play an important role in
the statistics of S(X). The second point states that the fine dynamics of Γ inside
a block is irrelevant to the statistics of S(X). Inside a given block B(c), we can
replace Γ by an ’averaged’ i.i.d. random variable with distribution Pc without
modifying the limit distribution of S(X). Combining these two points shows us
that the hidden Markov chain level described by Γ contains too much details for
our needs. The information which really matters is already available on the coarser
class level described by Cˆ . The third point then shows that this dominant class
chain Cˆ can be reinterpreted as the hidden Markov chain of a specific random
vector Y with matrix representation, associated to a totally irreversible matrix E ?.
By combining these three points together, we can construct a totally irreversible
model Y such that {
S(X) D∼ S(Y) when N→ ∞,
Y is a totally irreversible model.
(40)
At an intuitive level, Y is the random process obtained by ’forgetting’ the inner
structure of the blocks B(c). We are constructing a process evolving at the class
level Cˆ rather than the state level Γ . Once this reduced model constructed, we can
obtain the limit distribution of S(X) by applying to S(Y) the results obtained in
section 4 for totally irreversible models. The different steps of this reasoning are
presented in details below.
5.1 Dominant classes
From Eq. (23), we know that the chain Γ jumps from irreducible classes to irre-
ducible classes. The first step in our reasoning is to evaluate the relative ’time’ tc
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spent by Γ inside a class Ξc before jumping to the next irreducible class:
tc(Γ ) =
1
N+1
card
{
k
∣∣ C k = c} , (41)
where C is the chain of class defined in Eq. (22). To evaluate the distribution
of tc(Γ ), let us first introduce n = card
{
k
∣∣ C k = c}, and consider a chain Γ
satisfying the constraints
C k < c for k = 1, . . . ,s,
C k = c for k = s+1, . . . ,s+n,
C k > c for k = s+n+1, . . . ,N+1.
(42)
If a chain Γ satisfies the constraints (42), its probability can be written as, using
Eq. (6),
P(Γ ) =
L
(
AΓ1ΓN+1
(
∏sk=1EΓkΓk+1
)(
∏s+n−1k=s+1B
◦ (c)ΓkΓk+1
)(
∏Nk=s+nEΓkΓk+1
))
L (E N)
(43)
whereB◦ (c) denotes the D×D matrix obtained by setting to zero all coefficients
of E outside of the blockB(c). Note that products are ordered in Eq. (43), mean-
ing that for instance ∏sk=1EΓkΓk+1 has to be interpreted as EΓ1Γ2EΓ2Γ3 . . .EΓsΓs+1 .
Then the probability P(s,n|c) that a chain Γ satisfies the constraints (42) is
obtained by summing P(Γ ), as given in Eq. (43), over all chains Γ compatible
with the constraints. In order to do so, it is easier to split the chain Γ into 5 parts
(Γ1, . . . ,Γs),Γs+1, (Γs+2 . . .Γs+n−1),Γs+n and (Γs+n+1, . . . ,ΓN+1). Then, we can sub-
divide accordingly the matrix E into
E =
E<c E→c ∗0 B(c) Ec→
0 0 E>c
 . (44)
The submatrices E<c and E>c are square matrices of respective dimensions∑c′<cDc′
and ∑c′>cDc′ . With this notation, summing over all chains Γ satisfying the con-
straint (42) yields
P(s,n|c) = L
(
E s−1<c E→cB(c)n−1Ec→E N−s−n>c
)
L (E N)
. (45)
The probability distribution of the relative time tc introduced in Eq. (41) is then
obtained by summing over s, and using the relation n= Ntc,
p(tc = t) =
N(1−t)
∑
s=0
L
(
E s−1<c E→cB(c)n−1Ec→E N−s−n>c
)
L (E N)
. (46)
Since E<c and E>c are block diagonal submatrices, the spectrum of these matrices
is a subset of the spectrum of E . The matrix powers in Eq. (46) can therefore be
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approximated, for large values of the exponents, by
||E s<c|| ≤ es lnΛ+O(lnS),
||E N−s−n<c || ≤ e(N−s−n) lnΛ+O(ln(N−s−n)),
||B(c)n−1||= e(n−1) lnΛc+O(lnn).
(47)
To leading exponential order in N, the probability distribution of tc is then domi-
nated by a term depending only on the dominant eigenvalue Λc ofB(c)
p(tc = t)≤ e−Nt[lnΛ−lnΛc]+O(lnN) . (48)
Consequently, if Λc < Λ , the probability of spending a relative time tc > 0 inside
the block B(c) decreases exponentially with N. This exponential decay implies
that the probability of observing a value tc greater than t is less than
p(tc > t)≤ e−Nt[lnΛ−lnΛc]+O(lnN) . (49)
For a given N, the probability of observing a value tc greater than (lnN)
2 /N is
bounded according to
p
(
tc >
(lnN)2
N
)
≤ e−(lnN)2[lnΛ−lnΛc]+O(lnN). (50)
If we observe realizations of S(X) for increasing values of N, then
+∞
∑
N=1
p
(
tc >
(lnN)2
N
)
< ∞. (51)
In this situation, the Borell-Cantelli lemma states that almost surely the event(
tc > (lnN)
2 /N
)
happens only a finite number of times. In other words, almost
surely for Λc <Λ and N large enough
tc
a.s≤ (lnN)
2
N
, N→+∞ . (52)
The total time Ntc spent inside a non-dominant blockB(c) increases very slowly
with N. The contribution of these non-dominant blocks to the global transition
frequencies νi, j is negligible. More precisely, if we call ν(c) the transition fre-
quencies inside the blockB(c), defined as
ν(c)i j =
1
(N+1)tc
card{ l | Γl = i,Γl+1 = j,(i, j) ∈ Ξc } (53)
(here, tc > 0 by definition, because the blockB(c) is assumed to be visited) then
in the limit N→+∞
ν i j ≈∑
c
tcν(c)i j . (54)
In Eq. (54), the transitions between blocks have been eliminated since there are at
most D transitions between blocks, which are thus negligible in the limit N→ ∞.
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In a similar way, for a non-dominant block with Λc < Λ , Eq. (52) implies that
tcν(c)i j
a.s→ 0. Consequently, Eq. (54) can be further simplified to
ν i j
a.s≈ ∑
c,Λc=Λ
tcν(c)i j . (55)
Only the dominant blocks B(c) contribute meaningfully to the statistics of the
sums. If we consider only the chains for which the relative time tc spent inside
a dominant block B(c) grows proportionally to N when N → ∞, then the limit
distribution of ν can be directly derived from the limit distributions of ν(c) and
tc. This is interesting because Γ is a Markov chain and satisfies the strong Markov
property. More precisely, if we call Γ |c the subchain of Γ such that for all l, Γ |cl ∈
Ξc then Γ |c is the hidden Markov chain associated with the structure matrixB(c)
and the probability density matrix P |c obtained by restraining P to the indices
Ξc. The form of the matrix A is more complex and depends on other parts of the
chain Γ , and not only on the subchain Γ |c. However, this matrix A does not play
any role in the determination of the limit distribution of ν(c) as we will see in the
next section.
5.2 Convergence inside dominant irreducible blocks
As mentioned before, one of the main difficulties hindering the derivation of a
limit distribution for ν is the inhomogeneous nature of the Markov chain Γ . If
the hidden Markov chain was homogeneous, it would be relatively easy to char-
acterize the behavior of Γ and consequently ν . In our context, in most cases, the
hidden Markov chain is inhomogeneous. However, it can be shown that inside an
dominant irreducible block B(c) the Markov chain Γ |c is asymptotically homo-
geneous.
If we suppose that B(c) is aperiodic, then there is only one eigenvalue with
maximal modulus Λc. We consider a dominant blockB(c) for which Λc =Λ The
power ofB(c) can be approximated at large n by
B(c)n ≈Λ nη(c)ρ(c)T (56)
where η(c) and ρ(c) are the positive right- and left-eigenvectors associated to Λc,
normalized as ∑iη(c)i = 1 and
ρ(c)Tη(c) = 1. (57)
We now show that far enough from the end point, the Markov chain Γ |c is approx-
imately homogeneous. Denoting its length as n, we first compute the transition
rate for k < n−√n and n→+∞, as
p(Γ |ck+1 = j|Γ |ck = i, Γ |cn+1 = f ) =B(c)i j
B(c)n−kj f
B(c)n−k+1i f
≈B(c)i j η(c) jΛη(c)i ,
(58)
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where we have used Eq. (56) in the second line of Eq. (58). The transition rate
in Eq. (58) is now independent of k and of f , so that we shall simply denote it as
p(i→ j|c), emphasizing the block dependence. It can be verified that the transition
probabilities are normalized
Dc
∑
j=1
p(i→ j|c) =
Dc
∑
j=1
B(c)i j
η(c) j
Λη(c)i
=
Λη(c)i
Λη(c)i
= 1 . (59)
It is therefore possible to use standard results for homogeneous Markov chains
[36] to prove that the chain converges to its stationary state pst(c). This stationary
state can be expressed using the left and right dominant eigenvectors of B(c),
ρ(c) and η(c), as
pst(c)i = η(c)iρ(c)i. (60)
Indeed, we have
Dc
∑
i=1
pst(c)i p(i→ j|c) =
Dc
∑
i=1
η(c) j
ρ(c)iB(c)i j
Λ
= pst(c) j. (61)
Note that the normalization of pst(c) derives from the normalization of the eigen-
values η(c) and ρ(c) chosen in Eq. (57). Eq. (57) can therefore be interpreted as
imposing that pst(c) is a discrete probability distribution. Moreover, convergence
theorems for homogeneous Markov chains [36] state that the convergence speed
is exponential with a finite time scale τ . Beyond this time scale, for instance for
k ∈ [τ√N,Ntc− τ
√
N], Γ |c can be considered to be in its stationary state. Con-
sequently, the relative time spent at the stationary distribution tends to tc when
Ntc → ∞. Inside the block B(c), the transition frequencies ν(c) converge to a
non-random limit,
ν(c)i j
a.s.→
N→+∞
ν¯(c)i j ≡ 1Λ ρ(c)iB(c)i jη(c) j . (62)
A key consequence of Eq. (62) is that the matrix A does not play any role in
the limit distribution of ν(c). It is important to note that Eq. (62) is valid even
for an irreducible periodic matrix B(c) with period P. A proof is presented in
Appendix A. Briefly, it relies on the fact that each of the P subchains
Γ |c,o = (Γ |co , . . . ,Γ
|c
o+kP, . . . ,Γ
|c
o+Pb(Ntc−o)/Pc), o= 1, . . . ,P, (63)
does converge to a steady state (bxc denotes the integer part of x). This steady state
depends on A . Nevertheless, the global transition frequencies ν are the average
of the transition frequencies of Γ |c,1, . . . ,Γ |c,P and do not depend on A . More-
over, these averaged transition frequencies also satisfy Eq. (62). In terms of sum
statistics, the periodic case is therefore equivalent to the simpler aperiodic case.
The convergence, inside a given block B(c), of the transition frequencies
ν(c)i j to non-random values ν¯(c)i j implies that the sum of non-identically dis-
tributed variables X [i j]k , with i, j ∈ Ξc can be replaced by a sum of identically
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distributed ’averaged’ variables Yc,k of distribution Pc(y), defined by its char-
acteristic function ϕc(q)≡
∫ ∞
−∞Pc(y)e
iqydy, given by
ϕc(q) = ∏
i, j∈Ξc
ϕi j(q)ν¯i j(c) , (64)
where ϕi j(q)≡
∫ ∞
−∞Pi j(x)e
iqxdx is the characteristic function of the variable X [i j].
If we consider a given vector t of relative times with tc = 0 ifΛc <Λ , then the sum
S(X|t) conditioned on t becomes equivalent in distribution to a sum over dominant
blocks of variables Yc,k
S(X|t) D≈ ∑
c,Λc=Λ
Ntc
∑
k=1
Yc,k. (65)
The relative time tc is now playing a role similar to that of the frequencies νi j in
Eq. (11). For some characteristic functions ϕi j, the function ϕc defined by Eq. (64)
might not be semidefinite positive. In this situation, the inverse Fourier transform
of ϕc is non positive and ϕc is not the characteristic function of any valid prob-
ability distribution. Nevertheless, we can avoid this difficulty if we approximate
ϕc by the characteristic function of a gaussian random variable of same mean and
variance
ϕc(q)≈ exp
(
ϕ ′c(0)q+(ϕ
′′
c (0)−ϕ ′c(0)2)
q2
2
)
. (66)
Due to the central limit theorem, Eq. (65) is still valid when ϕc is replaced by this
approximate gaussian variable.
Building on Eq. (65), we shall see below how to make a more precise map-
ping to a totally irreversible model based on the variables Yc,k, where the chain of
dominant classes plays the role of the Markov chain Γ .
5.3 Reduced model
We have seen above that it is possible to forget the internal structure of B(c).
We now proceed to construct a class-level model which retains all the information
necessary to describe the limit distribution of S(X).
A first important point is that we already know that for a non-dominant block
B(c) with Λc < Λ , almost surely tc → 0. Starting from the chain of classes C ,
we can construct the chain of dominant blocks Cˆ by removing the non-dominant
classes, e.g.
Cˆ =  C 1 C 2  C 3  C 4 C 5 C 6 . . .C N+1. (67)
The length |Cˆ | of the chain Cˆ is no longer fixed to N. More precisely, if we define
mc as the time spent transitioning between the (c−1)-th and c-th distinct dominant
classes, we have
N = |Cˆ |+
|m|
∑
c=1
mc. (68)
Note that by convention, we call m1 the time spend before arriving to the first
dominant class and m|m| the time remaining after the last dominant class. Since
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tc
a.s
< (lnN)2 /N for non-dominant class c with Λc < Λ , we have an almost sure
upper bound on mc
mc
a.s
< D
(lnN)2
N
. (69)
This upper bound on mc translates into a lower bound on |Cˆ |
N−D2 (lnN)
2
N
a.s
< |Cˆ | ≤ N . (70)
We can therefore consider that |Cˆ | ≈ N. Using a notation similar to that defined
in Sect. 4, we consider C ? the chain of distinct classes appearing in Cˆ
Cˆ = (C ?1 , . . . ,C
?
1︸ ︷︷ ︸
tC ?1
times
, . . . ,C ?|C ?|, . . . ,C
?
|C ?|︸ ︷︷ ︸
tC ?|C ?|
times
). (71)
With this definition (71), the chain Cˆ is completely equivalent to the couple (C ?, tc).
In particular, we can reread S(X|t) as
S(X|t)≡ S(X|Cˆ ). (72)
In the following, we wish to determine the distribution p(Cˆ ) of the chain Cˆ of
dominant classes. To this aim, it is useful to introduce a ’shadow’ transition matrix
θ defined as
θ = E − ∑
c,Λc=Λ
B◦ (c) , (73)
that characterizes the role of non-dominant blocks in the dynamic of Cˆ . Such
blocks play the role of transient intermediaries between irreducible blocks. Sum-
ming, in Eq. (6), over all possible chains Γ sharing the same dominant class chain
Cˆ and transition times mc leads to
p(Cˆ ,mc)
a.s
=
L
((
θm1B◦ (C ?1 )
Nt1 · · ·θm|C ?|B◦
(
C ?|C ?|
)Nt|Cˆ |)θm|C ?|+1)
L (E N)
. (74)
In Eq. (74), the term B◦ (c)Ntc corresponds to the contribution of all subchains
Γ |c of length Ntc whereas the term θmc originates from the subchains transitioning
from one dominant block to the next one. We can then sum over all mc to obtain
the distribution of Cˆ . Moreover, Eq. (69) states that almost surely the transition
times mc are less than D(lnN)
2 /N. It is therefore sufficient to sum over all mc
fulfilling this upper bound
p(Cˆ ) a.s= ∑
mc<D(lnN)2/N
L
((
θm1B◦ (C ?1 )
Nt1 · · ·θm|C ?|B◦
(
C ?|C ?|
)Nt|C ?|)
θm|C ?|+1
)
L (E N)
.
(75)
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Using in Eq. (75) the expression of the powers of B(c) given in Eq. (56), one
finds
p(Cˆ )≈ ∑
mc≤D(lnN)2/N
L
(( θ
Λ
)m1 η(C ?1 )ΛNρ(C ?|C ?|)T ( θΛ )m|C ?|+1)
L (E N)
|C ?|−1
∏
c=1
ρ(C ?c )
T
(
θ
Λ
)mc+1
η(C ?c+1) (76)
Since the transition matrix θ contains only non-dominant blocks, its operator norm
is strictly inferior to Λ . The sum
Θ =∑
k
(
θ
Λ
)k
(77)
is therefore convergent. Injecting this limit into Eq. (76) yields
p(Cˆ )≈ Λ
N
L (E N)
L
(
Θη(C ?1 )ρ(C
?
|C ?|)
TΘ
) |C ?|−1
∏
c=1
[
ρ(C ?c )
TΘη(C ?c+1)
]
. (78)
Except for the normalization factorΛN/L
(
E N
)
, all factors appearing in Eq. (78)
depend only on pairs of dominant classes. This structure is quite remarkable and
can be used to construct ’reduced’ matrices of dimension equal to the number of
dominant classes D?. In particular, we can define reduced structure matrix E ? and
projection matrix A ?, associated to a linear formL ?
E ?cc′ = ρ(c)
TΘη(c′), (79)
A ?cc′ =L
(
Θη(c)ρ(c′)TΘ
)
, L ? (M) = tr
(
A ?TM
)
. (80)
With these definitions, Eq. (78) becomes
p(Cˆ )≈
A ?C ?1 C
?
|Cˆ |
L ?
(
E ?|Cˆ |−1
) |C ?|−1∏
c=1
E ?C ?c C ?c+1
. (81)
Comparing Eq. (81) with Eq. (6), one sees that the probability distribution of the
chain Cˆ maps to the distribution of a hidden Markov Chain Γ ? associated to the
matrices E ? and projection matrix A ? defined in Eqs. (79) and (80). A minor
remark is that the matrixA ? is necessarily non zero due to the assumption that all
classes Ξc, and in particular all dominant classes, were reachable for the original
pair of matrices (E ,A ).
In addition, the shape of E ? is severely constrained. First, the eigenvectors
η(c) and ρ(c) have non-zero coefficients only for indices i ∈ Ξc. Similarly, the
matrixΘ inherits from E its upper block triangular structure:
Θi, j > 0 =⇒ ∃c≤ c′, (i, j) ∈ Ξc×Ξc′ . (82)
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Combined with the shape of the eigenvectors η(c) and ρ(c′), Eq. (82) yields
E ?cc′ > 0 =⇒ c≤ c′. (83)
The matrix E ? is therefore a upper triangular matrix. Moreover, inside dominant
blockB(c), the transition matrixΘ is equal to the identity matrix
(Θi, j)i, j∈Ξc = I. (84)
Taking in account the normalization of the eigenvectors (57), we have on the di-
agonal of E ?
E ?cc = ρ(c)
Tη(c′) = 1. (85)
Since all the diagonal coefficients are equal, the upper triangular matrix E ? is
a totally irreversible matrix. Consequently, Eq. (81) is formally equivalent to a
version of Eq. (26) where N has been replaced by (|Γ |−1).
Combining the distribution p(Cˆ ) given in Eq. (81) with the reformulation in
terms of effective variables Yc,k proposed in Eq. (65), we arrive at a full character-
ization of a reduced model. To this aim, we first define the matrix of probabilities
P?cc′(y) as
P?cc′(y) =
{
Pc(y) if c= c′ ,
δ (y) otherwise .
(86)
The diagonal distributions P?cc(y) correspond to the averaged distribution inside
the dominant block B(c) introduced in Eq. (64). Non-diagonal distributions are
arbitrary, and we have chosen them as Dirac distributions so that they bring strictly
no contribution to the sum S. Another choice for the non-diagonal distributions
P?cc′(y) would only modify finite-N effects, and not the limit distribution of the
sum S. We further define the matrix functionR?(y) as
R?cc′(y) = E
?
cc′P
?
cc(y) . (87)
Then the random vector Y is defined by the following joint probability distribu-
tion, analogous to Eq. (2),
P∗(y1, . . . ,yN) =
1
L ?(E ?N)
L ? (R?(y1)R?(y2) . . .R?(yN)) . (88)
By construction, we have for the hidden chain Γ ?
pX (Cˆ )≈ pY (Γ ?). (89)
From the definition Eq. (86) of the probability distributions P?c,c′(y), the sum
S(Y|Γ ?) reduces exactly to a sum over diagonal terms
S(Y|Γ ?) = ∑
c,Λc=Λ
Ntc
∑
k=1
Yc,k . (90)
Therefore, Eqs. (65) and (72) imply that
S(X|Cˆ ) D≈ S(Y|Γ ?) . (91)
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We can then combine our results on the hidden Markov chain level from Eq. (89)
and on the conditioned level from Eq. (91) to obtain
S(X)
D≈ S(Y). (92)
We have thus shown that the sum S(X) of a generic matrix-correlated random
vector can be mapped onto the sum S(Y) of a random vector belonging to the
class of totally irreversible models. The limit distributions for the sum of generic
matrix-correlated random vectors are thus the same as that found for the class of
totally irreversible models. Starting from a given matrix-correlated random vec-
tor X, the limit distribution is obtained by determining explicitly the associated
reduced model.
6 Algorithmic computation of the limit distributions
Even though we have characterized the form of the limit distribution for S(X),
the construction of the reduced totally irreversible model Y is quite complex,
and the computation of the limit distribution for a generic matrix representation
(A ,E ,P) is still a non-trivial task. We propose in this section a brief algorithmic
summary of this construction, illustrated by a randomly generated concrete exam-
ple. Due to the algorithmic nature of this section, we have made publicly available
3 a set of python scripts which mirror the steps of this construction.
As an example, we consider the following structure matrix E and projection
matrix A
E =

1
3 0 0
1
2
2
3 0
0 34
1
4 0 0 0
0 12
1
2 0 0 0
0 0 0 12 0
1
3
3
4 0 0 0
1
4 0
0 13
1
4 0 0 1

, Ai j = 1. (93)
6.1 Strongly connected classes Ξi
The first step is to identify the irreducible classes (called strongly connected com-
ponents in graph theory) of E . In order to do so, an interesting method is to com-
pute a connectivity matrix Π
Π ≡
+∞
∑
k=0
(εE )k = (I− εE )−1. (94)
For a small enough ε , the matrix (I−εE ) is diagonal dominant and therefore eas-
ily inversible. Then, there is a path from i to j if and only if Πi j > 0. This exact
inequality could seem to be troublesome for numerical algorithms. However, for
3 http://perso.quaesituri.org/florian.angeletti/Softwares/Scientific
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an ε sufficiently small, the Gauss-Jordan elimination algorithm uses only addition
of positive term to construct Πi j. Moreover, numerical addition4 satisfies the prop-
erty that the sum of two strictly positive number is still strictly positive. We are
therefore in one of the rare cases where the exact inequality Πi j > 0 is meaningful
even when using floating point arithmetic.
Applying this algorithm to E and replacing strictly positive coefficients by a
symbol ”+ ” yields
Π =

+ + + + + +
0 + + 0 0 0
0 + + 0 0 0
0 + + + 0 +
+ + + + + +
0 + + 0 0 +
 . (95)
Once the matrix Π has been computed, the next step is to determine a relabelling
i 7→ i′ leading to the Perron-Frobenius decomposition. This relabelling can be
found in two steps. First, we identify the strongly connected classes of the graph.
If we call R(i)k =Πik the ith row of the connectivity matrix then two indices (i, j)
belong to the same class if and only if R(i) = R( j):
{Ξc}= R−1 (R{1, . . . ,D}) . (96)
Applying this algorithm to Π yields
{Ξc}= {{1,5} ,{4} ,{6} ,{2,3}} . (97)
Finally, we need to find a ordering c 7→ c˜ of these components such that
∀(i, j) ∈ Ξc×Ξe, Πi j > 0 =⇒ c˜≤ e˜ . (98)
A simple way to find this ordering is to start from the set of classesV0 = {Ξc}. We
can then look at the subsetV1 of classes ofV0 which have an antecedent amongV0.
The difference set V0/V1 contains the classes which do not have any antecedent
class. As a consequence, if Ξc ∈ V0/V1 and Ξe ∈ V0 then we know that Ξe→ Ξc
is impossible. Here, we note Ξc→ Ξc′ if there is a path going from Ξc to Ξ ′c, i.e
if the submatrix Πi∈Ξc, j∈Ξc′ is a non-zero matrix. In other words, we can safely
order the classes of V0/V1 before the classes of V1 and the ordering of the classes
inside V0/V1 is arbitrary. We can then repeat this procedure by defining Vn+1 as
the subset of classes of Vn with antecedents among Vn:
Vn+1 = {Ξ ∈Vn | ∃Ξc ∈Vn/Ξ , Ξc→ Ξ } , (99)
Note that the cardinal of the set Vn+1 is always strictly inferior to the cardinal
of the set Vn if Vn is not the empty set. Moreover, there cannot be a chain of
distinct classes of length greater than lmax. We have thereforeVlmax = /0 and a finite
sequence
V0 AV1 A · · ·AVlmax = /0. (100)
We can then partition V0 into the difference sets Un
Un =Vn+1/Vn. (101)
4 without overflow
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By construction, if Ξc ∈Ul and Ξc′ ∈Ul′ then
Ξc→ Ξc′ =⇒ l < l′. (102)
The sequenceUn defines an ordering of the classes {Ξc }which is compatible with
Eq. (98). However, this ordering is only a partial ordering of {Ξc }. There may be
many total orderings of the indices i compatible with this preorder of the classes,
but these different orderings are equivalent for our purpose. In our example, we
have
U0 = {{1,5}}
U1 = {{4}}
U2 = {{6}}
U3 = {{2,3}}
(103)
and thus 4 different potential orderings. Once a specific relabelling has been found,
we obtain the Perron-Frobenius form of the matrix E
E =

1
3
2
3
1
2 0 0 0
3
4
1
4 0 0 0 0
0 0 12
1
3 0 0
0 0 0 1 13
1
4
0 0 0 0 34
1
4
0 0 0 0 12
1
2

, (104)
leading to the following 4 blocksB(c):
B(1) =
(
1
3
2
3
3
4
1
4
)
, B(2) =
( 1
2
)
, B(3) =
(
1
)
, B(4) =
(
3
4
1
4
1
2
1
2
)
. (105)
6.2 Dominant triplet (Λc,η(c),ρ(c))
For each block B(c), we have to compute the triplet Λc,η(c),ρ(c). Since the
blocks are irreducible by definition, the classical power algorithm can be used
directly. This algorithm consists in computing iteratively a vector v(k):
v(k+1) =
B(c)vk
||B(c)v(k)|| , (106)
starting from an initial vector v(0) = 1. The vector v(k) converges to the domi-
nant right-eigenvector η(c) when k→ ∞, and the associated eigenvalue Λc can be
computed as the limit of Λ (k)c for k→ ∞, with
Λ (k)c =
(
v(k)
)T
B(c)v(k)(
v(k)
)T v(k) . (107)
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The same algorithm can be used to compute the dominant left-eigenvector ofB(c)
which is the dominant right-eigenvector ofB(c)T .
Another possibility is to compute the eigenvalueΛc by using the characteristic
polynomial ofB(c). This method is generally a little more amenable to symbolic
computations. For instance, in our example, the diagonal blocks of E have been
constructed to be rational multiples of a stochastic matrix. In this very specific
case, it is possible to compute exactly each triplet and obtain
Λ1 = 1, η(1) =
(
1
1
)
, ρ(1) =
(
9
17
8
17
)
Λ2 =
1
2
, η(2) =
(
1
)
, ρ(2) =
(
1
)
Λ3 = 1, η(3) =
(
1
)
, ρ(3) =
(
1
)
Λ4 = 1, η(4) =
(
1
1
)
, ρ(4) =
(
2
3
1
3
)
.
(108)
6.3 Limit transition matrix
We can then identify the dominant and non-dominant blocks. There is however one
caveat here: if the eigenvalues Λc are computed using a numerical algorithm, ex-
act comparisons between them could be meaningless. However, the convergence
condition for the time tc spent inside a blockB(c) gives us a natural comparison
between eigenvalues. Eq. (49) implies that in order to neglect the time spent inside
a blockB(c), we need to verify that(
Λc
Λ
)N
 1. (109)
Consequently, Eq. (109) defines a sensible criterion for the comparison between
Λc’s. With this caveat in mind, we can construct the limit transition matrix θ from
the normalized structure matrix E /Λ .
Θ =
+∞
∑
k=0
θ k = (I−θ)−1 , (110)
where θ is defined in Eq. (73). In our example,
Θ =

1 0 1 13
1
9
1
12
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 2 23
2
9
1
6
0 0 0 1 13
1
4
0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1

. (111)
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6.4 Reduced model
With this, we have obtained all the information needed to compute (E ?,A ?,P?)
using Eqs. (79), (80) and (86). Here, we have for A ? and E ?
A ? =
2 1 20 2 1
0 0 2
 , E ? =
1
1
3
11
108
0 1 1136
0 0 1
 . (112)
We can also determine the path of maximal length, which is unique here, and its
probability,
C1 = [1,2,3], p(C1) = 1 . (113)
6.5 Limit laws for the central limit theorem
Once we know the triplet (E ?,A ?,P?) and the maximal path C , it is possible to
compute the limit distribution Φ(z) for the central limit theorem using Eq. (39). If
we suppose that the moment matrix M(1) has all its coefficients identical, namely
M(1)i j = µ , it is possible to use Eq. (39) to compute the limit distribution of
the centered variable z = (S(X)−Nµ)/√N. On the one hand, it does not seem
possible to obtain an explicit analytic form for the integral (39). On the other
hand, its form is quite convenient for a Markov integration. The only difficulty is
the presence of the Dirac distribution δ (1−∑iαi). However, in terms of Markov
integrals, this distribution corresponds to a uniform sampling of the αi on the
(lmax−1)-simplex
MC = {α, ∀i,αi > 0,
|C |
∑
i=1
αCi = 1}. (114)
Moreover, sampling uniformly on a lmax-simplex can be done by generating lmax
i.i.d. exponential random variables with the same shape parameter and then nor-
malize (accordingly to the || · ||1 norm) the resulting vector. Fig. 1 illustrates the
limit law for our example if we choose the following variance for the reduced
model
σ211 =
35
17
, σ222 = 1. (115)
6.6 Limit distribution for the law of large numbers
In order to determine explicitly the limit distribution Ψ(s) for the sample mean
s = S(X)/N for a given structure path C , we have to evaluate the integral (37).
There are two essential differences with the case of the central limit theorem.
First, there is one more Dirac distribution δ
(
s−∑kαkµCkCk
)
. This implies that
the integral (37) is null except on the manifold
KC (s) =MC ∩HC (s) , (116)
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Fig. 1 Limit law Φ(z) for the centered variable z = (S−Nµ)/√N computed with a Markov
integral method. Dashed black line: theoretical distribution; Full blue line: empirical histogram
computed from 100000 realizations of X with N = 1000.
with HC (s) the hyperplane
HC (s) = {α ∈ Rlmax |∑
k
αkµCkCk = s}. (117)
MC is the standard (lmax−1)-simplex and enforces the condition that the sum of
the αi’s is equal to 1, whereas HC (s) is the set of α corresponding to an average s.
Second, except for the Dirac distribution the integral does not contain any varying
term. Consequently, if we restrain the integration domain of Eq. (37) to the support
of the Dirac distribution, we have
p
(
S(X|C )
n
= s
)
=
1
V
∫
KC (s)
1dα, (118)
with V the normalization constant
V =
1
(lmax−1)!
√
∑
k
µ2CkCk . (119)
The constant integral in Eq. (118) can be interpreted as a measure of the vol-
ume of the manifold KC (s):
p
(
S(X|C )
n
= s
)
= Vol(KC (s)) . (120)
Computing the volume of a general manifold can be quite difficult. However,
KC (s) can be decomposed as an intersection of half-spaces and hyperplanes. It is
thus a convex polytope, a very specific subset of manifold which has been studied
extensively. In particular, in order to compute the volume of a polytope a standard
method consists in dividing the polytope into a collection of simplices (i.e gener-
alized triangles). For a given simplex s with vertices {v1, . . . ,vk} its volume can
be computed by
Vol(s) = det(v2− v1, . . . ,vk− v1) . (121)
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The volume of the whole polytope is then the sum of the volume of its decom-
position in elementary simplices. An interesting consequence of this is that the
total volume of KC (s) depends only on the vertices of the polytope KC (s). As
KC (s) is the intersection of MC and the hyperplane HC (s), these vertices corre-
spond to the intersection of the edges ofMC and the hyperplane HC (s). If we call
e1, . . . ,eD the canonical base of RD, the vertices of MC are eC1 , . . . ,eClmax . Then
any [eCk ,eCl ] segment is an edge ofMC . These segments are intersected by HC (s)
if and only if their two end points lay on different sides of HC (s). At a global level,
if there are k vertices on one side of HC (s) and l on the other side, then KC (s) will
have kl vertices. For instance, in dimension 4, the hyperplane HC (s) separates the
4-simplex in either a (1,4) configuration or a (2,3) configuration. The first (1,4)
configuration corresponds to a tetrahedron with 4 vertices. The other (2,3) con-
figuration is a distorted triangular prism with 6 vertices. In arbitrary dimension,
KC (s) is a kind of generalized prism5. The important result here is that the shape
of KC (s) only changes when HC (s) crosses one of the eCk vertices. If we call s
∧
t
these crossing points, then on the intervals (s∧t ,s∧t+1), the vertices v
k,l of KC (s) are
affine functions of s
vk,l(s) =
s−µClCl
µCkCk −µClCl
ek+
s−µCkCk
µClCl −µCkCk
el . (122)
Consequently, on the interval (s∧t ,s∧t+1), Vol(KC (s)) is a polynomial function.
Hence, the limit distribution for the law of large numbers is a piecewise poly-
nomial. Moreover, it is possible to use symbolic computation to compute exactly
the limit distribution from the means µii. For instance, if we arbitrarily choose
µ11 =
35
17
, µ22 = 1 , (123)
for our example, we have
p
(
S(X)
N
= s
)
=

0 s ∈ (−∞,1) ,
s
3 − 13 s ∈ [1, 3517 ) ,
− 18235 s+ 2447 s ∈ [ 3517 , 203 ) ,
0 s ∈ [ 203 ,+∞) .
(124)
7 Conclusion
In this contribution, we have shown that the sum of random variables with a matrix
representation Eq. (2) generically converges to non-standard limit distributions,
that we have characterized. The existence of these non-standard limit distributions
can be traced back to the presence of a form of ergodicity breaking of the underly-
ing hidden Markov chain. For any random variable with a matrix representation, it
is possible to construct a reduced model which encodes the non-ergodicity of the
original model, while preserving the limit distribution of the sum. This mapping
5 More precisely KC (s) is diffeomorph to the Cartesian product of a |l− 1|-simplex and a
|r−1|-simplex.
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Fig. 2 Limit lawΨ(s) for sample average s= S/N computed using a geometric method. Dashed
black line: theoretical distribution; Full blue line: empirical histogram computed from 100000
realizations of X with N = 1000.
to a reduced model is a key element of our analytic results. Through this approach,
we have shown that the limit distribution of the sample mean can be determined as
a discrete mixture of continuous mixtures of Dirac distributions. The standard law
of large numbers only holds if these mixtures reduce to a single Dirac distribution,
which happens in particular if the hidden Markov chain is ergodic. Similarly, if the
law of large numbers holds, then the normalized centered sum converges to a dis-
crete mixture of continuous mixtures of Gaussian distributions. Since the resulting
limit distributions have complicated expressions which are not straightforward to
evaluate, we have proposed an algorithmic method to compute them.
The framework developed in this contribution can still be extended further. In
particular, we have restricted our study to the case of random variables with finite
variances. However, this restriction does not play any major role in our arguments.
It should be possible to extend our results to the case of heavy-tailed distributions
Pi j(x). In a similar way, rather than studying the sum of random variables with a
matrix representation, we could have studied the extreme value statistics of such
variables. Indeed, the determination of the distribution of the maximum shares a
significant number of formal properties with the sum [7]. In particular, the max-
imum is, like the sum, a commutative, associative and 1-homogeneous operator.
Exploiting these similarities, it should be possible to obtain similar results for the
limit distributions of the extrema of X. Another major point of interest would be
to extend these results to study the statistics of the number of particles in the sta-
tionary state of simple exclusion processes, that can be exactly described using
a matrix product ansatz [8]. The difficulty here resides in the fact that the corre-
sponding matrix product ansatz differs slightly from the one we have proposed
here (mostly due to the presence of negative coefficients in the matrix E ) and
cannot be modeled directly by a Hidden Markov Model.
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A Periodic irreducible model
Periodic irreducible blocks B(c) correspond to the case where all the loops of the digraph
G(B(c)) have a length which is a multiple of a base period P> 1:
(B(c)k)ii > 0 ⇐⇒ k ∈ PZ . (125)
Consequently, it is possible to partition the indices Ξc in P subsetsΘo with o ∈ Z/pZ such that
the edges of G(B(c)) only link indices from Θo to Θo+1. The chain Γ |c cycles over the set
Θo with a period P and therefore does not converge to a stationary state. However, our aim is
not to obtain a convergence result for the chain Γ |c but for the transition frequencies νi j . The
transition frequencies νi j are a global quantity that should not be influenced by the local periodic
oscillation of Γ |c. In particular, we can consider Γ |c,o, the P subchains obtained by jumping over
a period
Γ |c,o =
(
Γ |co , . . . ,Γ
|c
o+kP, . . . ,Γ
|c
o+Pb(Ntc−o)/Pc
)
, (126)
where bnc denotes the integer part of n. The chain Γ |c,o corresponds to the hidden Markov chain
of a matrix representation with structure matrixB(c)P:
P(Γ |c,o) =
L
(
B(c)o−1
[
∏b(Ntc−o)/Pck=1 (B(c)
P)Γ |c,okΓ |c,ok+1
]
B(c)Ntc−Pb(Ntc−o)/Pc−o+1
)
L (B(c)Ntc)
.
(127)
Moreover, if we call ν (c,o) the transition frequencies of the subchain Γ |c,o then
ν(c) =
1
P
P
∑
o=1
ν (c,o) . (128)
The structure matrix B(c)P is no longer periodic. If we relabel the indices of B(c) in order to
make theΘo contiguous, i.e. to ensure thatΘo = so,s0 +1, . . . ,do−1,do, then the matrixB(c)P
reads
B(c)P =
Dc,1 0. . .
0 Dc,P
 (129)
where Dc,o are irreducible aperiodic square matrices of size dc,o. The block diagonal structure of
B(c)P derives from the fact that after P jumps, the periodic chain Γ |c goes back to its original
set Θo. For two indices o 6= o′, there cannot be any transition between Θo and Θo′ in the matrix
B(c)P. In particular, if the final state of the subchain Γ |cNtc = f belongs to the set Θω then for a
non-zero probability subchain Γ |c, the chain Γ |c,o stays inside the blockΘω+o−Ntc :
∀k, Γ |c,ok ∈Θω+o−Ntc . (130)
Taking in account the property Eq. (130), Eq. (127) simplifies to
P(Γ |c,o) =
L
(
B(c)o−1
[
∏b(Ntc−o)/Pck=1 (Dc,ω+o−Ntc)Γ |c,okΓ |c,ok+1
]
B(c)Ntc−Pb(Ntc−o)/Pc−o+1
)
L (B(c)Ntc)
(131)
The subchain Γ |c,o therefore converges to the stationary state pst(c,ω+o−Ntc) associated
with the structure matrix Dc,ω+o−Ntc . As in the aperiodic case, the transition frequencies are
therefore
ν (c,o)i j
a.s→ ρ(c,ω+o−Ntc)iB(c)i j η(c,ω+o−Ntc) j
Λ
(132)
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where ρ(c,o) and η(c,o) are respectively the left- and right-eigenvectors of the block Dc,o (em-
bedded in the whole vector space ofB(c)). Combining Eqs. (128) and (132) yields
ν(c) a.s→ 1
P
P
∑
o=1
ρ(c,o)iB(c)i jη(c,o) j
Λ
. (133)
The left and right eigenvectors of B(c) associated with Λ , respectively η(c) and ρ(c), are
exactly
η(c) =
P
∑
o=1
η(c,o) , (134)
ρ(c) =
P
∑
o=1
ρ(c,o) . (135)
Moreover, the support of the eigenvectors ρ(c,o) and η(c,o′) are disjoint if o 6= o′, consequently
ρ(c)η(c)T =
1
P ∑o,o′
ρ(c,o)η(c,o′)T =
1
P
P
∑
o=1
ρ(c,o)η(c,o)T . (136)
Equation (133) therefore reads
ν(c)i, j
a.s→ ρ(c)iB(c)i jη(c) j
Λ
. (137)
Hence the transition frequencies are exactly the same as the transition frequencies for the aperi-
odic case derived in Eq. (62).
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